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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Nature and Scope of the Problem 
Statement of the problem: The primary purpose of this, 
study is to attempt to isolate factors causing uncertain 
sing ing in the first g rade, and to study what relationship, 
if any, exists b etween pitch discrimination, as measured 
herein, and vocal reproduction of sounds, as measured herein. 
A secondary purpose is the construction of simple yet 
effective measurin g instruments virhich will give some indica-
tion of pitch deficienc y in young children. 
Scope : This study is limited to children in four first 
g rades of Skowhe gan , Maine , durin g the school year 1950-1951, 
from September to April. The total n~unber of children con-
cerned in this study is 121. 
Jus t ification for this study: The need of caring for 
those children who upon entering first grade find that they 
cannot become productive members in the singing experiences 
of the class justifies this study. The problem arises with 
regularity each year, to be met with the same devices and 
remedies recommended for some time, with little or no research 
-----=--================-=-=--=-=:-=-=-=11=-=-==--~-
available to give clues as to causes or cures. It may be 
that more effective guidance is possible to enable these 
children to take their part in the singing groups more rapid-
ly, thereb y lessening the dan ger of building up attitudes 
which will operate later to the detriment of the enjoyment 
of the individual's musical experiences, and to the detriment 
of the music pro gram in the schools. Many cures are advocated 
without, however, knowing specifically what is to be cured. 
If, at this level, the difficulty is found to be primarily 
aural, specific drills may be aimed in this direction. If 
the difficulty is vocal, i. e., muscular incoordination, 
suitable exercises for acquiring muscular control ma y be 
devised. If the problem is caus€rd .' oy}irnmaturity, and may 
be best overcome by the maturation of the individual, then 
perhaps all efforts may be wasted , and may even be actually 
harmful, through inducing a fear of being different in sing -
ing , a psycholog ical reaction which any sensitive music 
teacher cannot afford to overlook. It may readily b e seen, 
however, that several areas are immediately suspect, and 
each may be deemed worthy of individual i nspection. 
Definition of Terms 
The uncertain singer: The uncertain siniTer (the term 
monotone will b e avoided because in its strict sense of one 
and only one tone, with no inflection whatever, the condition 
===---=-===~~=-=--=-==-=--=- -= 
is extremely rare) is the singer who cannot voc a lly reproduce 
tones which are sounded, or who cannot follow the tonal line 
of a melody constantly. The uncertain singer may produce a 
tone, but the tone may be higher or lower than the original; 
the uncertain singer apparently is not awa re of this, or if 
he is aware of a difference, cannot properly coordinate to 
reproduce the tone or tones accurately. It' frequently occurs 
that the general level of the voice is too high , and difficult 
is found in descending, or vice versa, tha t the voice level 
is too low, with difficulty in ascending , a condition whi ch 
is nmch mo r e prevalent. In either case, or others, the result 
is a reproduction .of tones which generally does not coincide 
with the sounded tones, causing an effect in music which, to 
say the least, is not good. It may also happen, and frequentl 
does, that the ch ild is unaware of any discrepancyb etween his 
vocal reproduction and t ha t of the tone sol.mded, or worse, 
of the song which the class is sing ing ; his enjoyment is com-
plete bec ause he is 11 singing 11 , but the effec t upon a musically 
sensitive child ·who may be nearby, and upon any other musical-
ly sensitive listener, is not difficult to imag ine. These 
effects are secondary, however. The dama ge be g ins when this 
child does become aware that he is 11 dif f erent 11 , that he must 
not sing be cau se he 11 spoils 11 the music, or that he must be 
a ''listener" when all the rest are singing . Children are not 
deceived b y this approach, nor by be ing called a sparrow when 
3 
4' 
I 
others are larks or robins. Intelligent and sensitive cl1ildre1 
I 
have suffered ordeals at the hands of well-meaning music 1 
teachers which have c8.used them to avoid any form of music in 
J.aUl·r :· l:tfEn . It may safely be stated in the defense of music 
teachers, that entire families are guilty of sponsoring feel-
ing s of inferiority in children by thoughtless statements 
concerning their lack of, or supposed lack of musical ability. 
Match ing tones vocally: Matching tones vocally or vocal 
reproduction will be used to designate the tone reproduction 
vocally b y the student of a tone sounded; the term "match ing 
tones" is in common usa ge and will be so considered herein. 
Matching tones cormnonly refers to matching tones vocally. 
(The point is made that a pupil may be able to designate 
two tones as being exactly the same, without being able to 
reproduce a tone vocally with the same accuracy. The dif-
ference may be sli ght, but considered worthy of investigation, 
since it may point to a f a ctor of vocal interferance with 
tone reproduction, or pitch reproduction, rather than an in-
ability to discriminate between two tones.) 
Pitch Discrimination: This refers to the ability to 
i~.ola te specifically one particular pitch, or to note the 
difference in pitch between tones sounded. 
~-=---=- H=== 
Design of the Study 
Procedures: 
1 . Re v i ew of previous research . 
2. Cons truction of suitab l e measuring devices . 
3. Administration of these measures and noting and 
compa ring results. 
4 . Conclusions and suggestions for further study and 
resea rch. 
5. Bi b lio graphy and abstract . 
S ulJilll..a r y 
This study is to d etermine factors causing uncertain 
sin g ing in Grade I, whic h entails construction of sui tab le 
measuring devices for that level . It will b e based upon 
observations and tests made during the period o f one school 
year. Four first g rades numberin g 121 children will be 
involved. Its n eed is indica t ed by a lack of research in to 
t his recurring problem. The procedures will be the reviewj_ng 
of previous studies, constructing and administerins suitable 
me a suring devices, noting and comparing of results, and 
drawing conclus i ons . 
5 
CIL/lPTER TWO 
REVIEVV OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH 
A review of previous research reveals that few studies 
exist concerning this problem. This ne g lect of research is 
borne out by the fact that the Bibliography of Research Studies 
in Music Educ~tion for 1932 to 1948 lists over 1600 titles in 
orig inal research studies, of which only ten seem to bear very 
directly upon the problem at hand. 1/ Lecture notes, magazLne 
articles, books, teachers' manuals, etc. reco gnize the problem, 
but offer only the subjective experience of the various authors 
with little or no detailed study or statistical analys is to 
ind icate the v alue o f the actions recorr,mended. As indicated 
previously in t h is study , it is felt tha.t the problem is a 
double one a) of co rrect ly hearine; the sound, i. e., the me'!-' ' :' 
chanical re sponse of the aural apparatus to vibrations, (assum-
ing that the aural apparatus itself may be defective), which 
vibrations are transmitted to the brain centers as nerve im-
pulse s , and b) of corr•ectly reproducing that pitch-sound, i.e. 
the mechanic a l response o f the vocal apparatus of tha t parti-
cular vibration or sound. It seems entirely possible that the 
aural apparatus may function perfectly and the vocal apparatus 
y' William s . Lars on . Bibliog raphy of Re search Studie s in M:usi 
I 
Educati on, 1932-1948 . Ch icago, Ill: Music Educat ion Research 
Cotmcil, Music Educators Nat ional Conference, 1949. 
------ --=------ =--=-- -=:-- -~-=-
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be incapable of correctly reproducing the given pitch, and 
various writers sug gest many other causes of uncertain sing ing , 
some of v1 hich ape noted below. 
Causes of ~pcertain Singing: Several reasons are set 
forth by various authorities as to the causes of unceptain 
sing inG• These group themselves into four cate gories, arid' these 
four categories are generally reco gn ized, althour,h varying 
de grees of emphasis are assigned to each c 2.te gory. These 
four main cate gories are: 1. Faulty perception of the 
pitch. 2. Inability of the vocal apparatus to coordinate to 
a de g ree so as to reproduce t h is pitch. 3. Imraaturity. 
4 . Lack of singing experience or insufficient musical back-
g rot.md. In a study of inaccurate singers in the elementary 
grades, Reuter lists three causes: lack of singing e xperience, 
poor tonal memory, and lack of vocal control.!/ The first and 
third of these gi ven seem to refer to the vocal mechanism 
primarily, and the second to the mental processes involved in 
correctly r eproducing a g iven pitch, assuming that there wi ll 
be a delay between the sounding of a given tone and the repro-
duction of that p itch. (It may be noted hepe that the word 
"tone" and "tonal" refer primar•ily to pitch in the sense used 
b y many wr iters.) 
Graham defines the monotone as follows, and suggests : 
!/ Georgia Sue Reuter . Inaccurate Singe rs in the E lementary 
Grades: A Study of Causes and Remedial Teaching Techniques. 
Unpublished Master's Thesis. Iowa City, Iowa: Department of 
Music Graduate College, State University of Iowa, August, 1948, 
pp . 11-13. 
7 
causes and cures. 
A monotone is the name g iven to a person who does not 
sing on p itch. Causes •••••• chang e of environment in 
the first grade, from home to school. • •••• The most 
prevalent cause of monotonism is the faulty use of the 
vocal organs. The cure is through correct diagnosis 
and remedial treatment. 1/ 
Graham's approach thus seems to be that the aural mechan-
ism is adequate in the uncertain singer, but that the vocal 
mechanism lacks the proper training to reproduce the pitch 
accurate l y . 
Beattie a?proaches the problem in the same g eneral manner 
Referring to out-of-tune sing ing , he writes: 
Children enter school ·with widely different musical 
backgrounds. Some c ome from homes in which there has 
been sing ing or instrumental music. In some cases 
parents have tau ght children to sing simple songs. 
Others come from homes in which there has been no 
rm1sic at all, and the child has in no way been en-
couraged to express himself through music. These 
child ren may find sing ing an entirely new experience. g/ 
In addition to the chang e of environment, he also in~ 
dicates that the musical background may be an important factor 
in causing uncertain sing ing . He then advances as possible 
causes of out-of-tune sing ine the followin g : 
1. Physical Handicaps: The ability to sing is in-
fluenced b y physical conditions. The speakin g voice 
may be hoarse or low in pit ch due to enlarged tonsils, 
malnu tri t ion, nervous · disorders, or other phy sical 
difficulties. 
2. Lack of Musical Background: Children who have had 
- 1/ Percy Graham: Me t h ods and Ma terials I. Lecture Notes. 
Boston, 1.ass. Boston University Colle ge-of Music, 1946. 
gj John Vi . Beattie and others. The An:e ric a n S inger, Book 
New York: American Book Company , 1944. p . 2. 
One. 
8 
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no nru.s ical backbronnd may find difficulty in sing ing 
in the first few months of school. 
3 . Lack of coordination: A child may hear the tone 
corre ctly but -fail to produce the right pitch. This 
failure may be due to his inability to coordinate 
ear and voice . ~ 
Pitts, Glenn and lla tters list the six following indivi-
dual d ifferences in ch ildren's sin c;; ing . 
1. Uncertain and con fused in sing ing--inexperienced . 
No b ackground in music at home. 
2 . Irruna t ur i ty. 
3 . Indifferen t singers . Apathetic towards singin g . 
4. Very small proportion inay have one consuming 
inte r est in a particular subject and exclude all 
others, including music . Problem is. to arouse this 
child. 
5 . Emotional disturbances . Any number of causes, 
from home to school--may be caused by parents re-
marking within hearing of the children that they 
cannot sing ; teacher may overemphasi z e and thus call 
a t tention to the matter. This may instill a ps yc ho-
lo g ical barrier . 
6. Physiological hand ic aps . Cleft palate, malforma-
tions of tone;ue , denta l arches , and other structu ral 
irre gularities usually result in an inability to 
sin g . g) 
Blind g ives a summation of the causes of .monotonism 
as found by mus ic tea chers. 
1. ·vJ•ong vocal h a bit {use of chest J•egiste r ) 
2. Inexpressiveness (i~naturity) 
3. Lac k of c oncentrati on. 
4. Lac k of melodic perception. 
5. Mus cula r incoordination 
6. Lack of ~mderstanding 
_ .;!} Ibid ., p . 3 
~ Lilla Belle Pit t s, Mabelle Glenn and Lorraine E . Watters. 
The Kindergart en Book. New York: Ginn and Co . 1949 . pp vii-x 
-==-==- --=*=== 
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7. A ~on-musical home environment. 
8. Self-consciousness 
9. Inability to distinguish pitch difference. 
10. An unreliable ear. 
11. Physical handicaps. 
12. Non-musical heritage. 1/ 
Of these, 1, 5 and 11 seem to fall in the cate gory of 
vocal apparatus, 4, 9 and 10 in the category of the aural 
apparatus. 2, 3, 6 and 8 concern themselves with the maturity 
of the pupil, and 7 and 12 introduce the aspect of background, 
or the i ndividual's ovm musical qualifications, both internal 
and external . 
In the several studies previously quoted , immaturity 
has been definitely named or inferred as one of the causes 
of inaccurate sing ing . In a study of the relationship between 
intelligence and. the ability to sing in tune, as judged b y 
classroom teachers (generally special music teache rs), Holtz-
claw reported the following findin gs: 
1. The intelli cence of the poorest sing ers is decidedly 
inferior to that of the best sin gers as revealed by 
this study. 
2. This study reveals that not all poor singers are 
monotones . 
3. It shows the r elationship of the sexes in re gard 
to sing ing ability. The boys outnumber the girls in 
the poorest sing ing g roup while the girls outnumber 
the boys in the best singing g roup . 
4. Not all children of this study enjoy music ••••• only 
1/ E. E . Blind. The Effect of Special Practice Q.Eon §:_ Se lec ted 
Group of Monotones . Unpublished Master's Thesis . Cincinnati, 
Ohio : Teachers Colle e;e, Uni versity of Cincinnati, 1936. p. 22. 
f=~=-'== 
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a ne glig ible n~Lmber of the best singe rs dislike mu s ic. 1J 
- · 
His p rocedure wa s to classify 2690 school children in 
Gr a d es II through VII into two g roups, one g roup number ing 
1345 best singers and the other g roup numbering 1345 poorest 
singers. The g roup o f poorest singers wa s further subdivided 
i n to sub- grou ps: 410 ch ildren who could not matc h individual 
tones, and 935 children i nferior in singi ng , but not monotones.! 
The relationship of the ability to s ing wa s compared with I 
intellig ence scores earned by these children, with r esults 
noted previously . 
In his study, Blind also reco gnized the f ac tor of i n -
t e llig ence or immaturity, and a lso attributes lack of mus ical 
feelin g or musicalness to deficient aural a pparatus. His 
work entai led a detai l ed study of a g roup of nineteen mono-
tones found in the Holloway S chool, Holloway , Ohio. He classi 
fied them by a drill, and found eight wi th no flexibility. 
These were called monotones . The remainder, whose fle x ibility 
was less than a major third , were called partial mon otone s. 
He worked with them for t wo fifty minute periods a week f or 
ten we eks, using three s imp le drills, of four measures e a ch. 
At the end of that time, each child was aske d to sing every 
s on g learned i n the home room. He found that : 
The wr iter is coEfiden t after making this minute and 
detailed study o f a g roup of monotones that a ny mono-
tone c an be taught t o sing ac cording to the procedure 
in this thesis, providing the child has a n orma l 
11 
l:,/ Dovie V. Ho ltzclaw. A S t udv o f th~ Re l ationship Be t vveen ~ 
Intellig ence and t he Ability to Sing in Tune~ Judged by 
===&=.:C~l.;;;a~s;:..s-=RQom Teacher .. :?. • _ Un ubl ished Mas te 1...,s Thesis __ S~f2.-..c..use ,.--= ----~ 
--- -- ··N . Y: Graduate School of S~rracuse Un i versit y , .l·\.u,gtlst , 1 937 
p . 55 
mind and providing the child has no physical defects . 
However , -w.;.;. two .;:-!:- were aura lly deficient. Many of 
the less musical children i n school fal l in this cate-
r;ory. Iv~elodic memory is an i mportant fa.ctor in all 
phases of work in mus ic and by concentrated effort 
on the part of the participants, children of t~is 
nature can be tau@ht to sing in time . Probab l y the 
phrase in time should b e stressed here, as sometimes 
it takesnearly five years to overcome this de fect 
and sometime s t he defect is never overcome. 1 / 
However, another re s earc h worke r, P. G . Smi th, wo r k ing 
with four hundred seventy-five c h ildren , studied the effect 
of training in pi tch discrimination, and found no evidence 
of any improvement in sensitiv eness to pitch as a result of 
practice. }L/ He conceded however, that pitch discrimination 
is dependent in part upon ability to learn. ~ 
f{ork ing in the same area of the problem, \ olner reached 
conclu sions which were directly opposite those stated by 
Smith. Wolner experimented with individual training of p itch 
deficient children, working with seven subjects labeled 
extremely 11 p i tch-de fie ient", three boys and four g irls from 
the fifth, sixth a nd seventh grades. He gave training in 
visual meaning of high-low, mental trainin g in thin .dng tone s, 
using the piano, with in ter~rals to t h e half-tone, and tra in-
i n g in the d iscriminating of pitches, using tuning forks. 
1/ E . E. Blind. Op . Cit., p. 69 '1 
~  F . o. Smith. The Effect of Training in Pitch Discriminatio~. 
University of Iowa S tud ies in Psycholo gy , Vol.VI, Psychologica 
Monograph~ , Vol. XVI, June, 1914 , p. 5 • 
. 3/ Ibid., p . 6. 
-··------ -'=-=· =-========== 
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Wolner reached the following conclusions: 
All se ven observers (s tudents ) learned to discriminate 
one hundred percent the intervals of octaves, fifths, 
thirds, whole t ones and semi-tones in the range from 
A, sixteen tones below middle C through A, thirty-
four tones above mi ddle C, encompass ing a tonal range 
of forty-nine semi-tones, or four octaves . ~ 
Thus, there remains a question of whether the ability 
to d i s criminate pitches may be improved with practice . This 
ability is conceded to be p'f ·. pri1i1e- -importarlC'e·-, however , · ·since 
without i t , the ability to sing must necessarily suffer . 
Smith reported a coefficient of correlation betwe en p itch 
discriminat ion and singing abili ty which is tec~Dically high . 
F or boys, the coefficient of correlation between p itch d i s -
crimination and. sing ing ability is .71 !.023 , and for girls, 
.51 ! . 031. ;z/ 
Beyer states f l atly 11 the definition of an out-of-tune 
sin ger is one who does n o t hear the pitches accurately. All 
other elements are dependent upon that ." -3/ HeTwork concerned 
itself with case studies of twelve individuals, and in six 
of these cases she reports that the cause is the l ack of 
ability to discri minate or remember pitches . A:/ 
~ Manuel -v olner . An Experi~ent in Individual Training of 
~ - , Pi tch- Deficient 11 Chi l dren . Unpublished Master's Thes is. 
Detroit , Mich. Colle ge of the City of Detroit , 1932. p. 17 . 
R_/ F. o. Smith . Op . Cit ., p. 43. 
3 _/ Cathleen Beyer. A Crj_tique of the Techniques for Use with 
Out-of-Tune Children . Unpublished Master's Thesis . Rochester, 
N . Y-.- Department of Husic Educat ion, Eastman School o.f Music 
of the University of Rochester, May , 1942. p . 63 . 
~ · _j Ibid., p . 42. 
14 
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Seashore in his studies of pitch came to the conclusion that 
pitch discrimination mi ght be likened to visual discrimination 
He points out that there are certain properties and qua lities 
of pitch e.nd tone which need an experienced or trained musicecl 
mind to interpre-t correctly , or to describe adeq1..1.ately . This 
he likened to the experience::.necessary before intellig ent 
judgments can be made concerni ng what an adult sees, i.e., 
a c h ild ma y see e.s well as an adult, but may not a c tua lly 
h a ve the e x perience to interpret what he sees. He states, 11 So 
far as ear is concerned, the child at five can probably hear 
as well as he ever will, and one important element of hearing 
is pitch." ]j His experiments also indicated that as per-
sons a ged, there was a general lowerin8 of the up}~r limits 
of hearing . Experiments concerning the improvement of pitch 
sensitivity were also conducted by and reported on by Sea-
shore. In these experiments, he concludes the"t the actual 
11 threshold 11 of sensitivity probably cannot be improved, but 
that the practice may have the effect of 11 clearing up diffi-
culties re c;arding information, observati ons, development of 
interest, and a more conscientious application to the task 
of listeninz to the tones • 11 2/ -~ / 
1/ Carl E . Seashore. Psycholo p:y of :r.~usical Te.lent . Boston, 
Nass.: Silve r Burdett and Company, 1919. p. 53 . 
2/ Ibid., p. 37 . 
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From the preceding statements and conclusions, it is 
obvious that different workers, conducting research in the 
same general areas, have arrived at conclusions which are 
not entirely in accord, and even, in some instances, seem 
to be diametrically opposite. However, many of these re-
searchers do a gree that the ability to discriminate pitches 
is of prime importance, and it seems reasonable to accept 
this conclusion. The inference which may be drawn from this 
conclu sion, if accepted, is that a pitch-deficient child 
canno t sing unt il this pitch deficiency be cured, if this 
is possible and practical. The value of the entire approach 
of working with 'l.mcertain singers who may or may not be p itch-
deficient, and asking them to reproduce pitches, which maJ7· 
be entirely impossible for them--the value of this entire 
approach to the problem is thus seen to be extremely doubt-
ful. The aural apparatus must function adequately and cor-
rectly before any response may be made. 
Theory of Hearing : It is not the purpose of this study 
to describe -in minute details this complex theory of hearing 
but rather to review the main elements so as to bring added 
insight to the problem under investigation. 
On the subject of hearing , Wilkinson states: 
The air around us is constantly disturbed by vibrations, 
whic.h travel through it in the form o f waves . Similar 
wave movements are transmitted by water, and by most of 
the solid bodies by which we are surrounded. All 
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animals hi gher in the scale of evolution than the 
a mphibia , and many of those more primitive, have 
developed organs b y which they are able to perceive 
those vibrations, and their relation to their en-
vironment is thereby g reatly extended. The higher 
animals can signal to one another by means of the 
sounds which they themselves produce, and their 
hearin g mechanism is able to interpret the purport 
of such signals. Articulate speech and music are 
the highest development of this system of sound sig -
nals, and their interpretation necessitates a refined 
power of analysing sounds by the organ of hea ring , 
vdth which is associated a -coPresponding development 
of the mental faculties . ~ 
The most sig~ificant statement above, for the purposes 
of this study, relates to articulate speech and music as the 
highest development of this system of sound signals , necessi-
tating a refined power of analysing sounds, with which ~s 
a8sociated a corresponding development of the mental faculties. 
~mile many theories concerning the working of the aural 
appaPatus have been advanced, the Helmholtz Theory of Reso-
nance has met favor with many researchers in that it most 
nearly meets the requirements imposed by the awesome structure 
of t h is aural mechanism. 
Helmholtz Theory of Resonance in Pitch Perce£tion : 
The ear is divided into three parts, outer, middle and 
inner. The outer ear gathers and focuses the sound inward 
to the middle ear, where the compression and rarefaction of 
the sound waves are impressed on the 11 ear-drum11 or tympanum, 
1 ' / George Wilkinson. rt :£I_e_~:r.-~J:~_g'! Encyclopaedia Britannica, Vol • 
.X:i: . Chicago, Ill: The University of Chicago, 1947 . pp. 296-7 
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and is transmitted through the three ossicles or bones called 
the hammer, anvil and stirrup, to the inner ear, which is 
entirely sur rounded by bone, to the cochlea, a snail-shaped 
structu re filled with fluid in which is lodged the basila r 
membrane . The basilar membrane, runn ing the entire leng th 
of the cochlea , con t a ins cross sections wh ich are theoretical-
ly set in motion, through the phenomenon known as sympathetic 
vibration, b y the waves of the fl u id within t h e inner ear, 
which waves o r compression is caused b y the action of the stir 
rup . This motion excites the nerve ending s located within 
Corti 1 s organ, which in turn PI'oduces nerve i mpulses v1hich are 
transrnitted to the br'ain . 1._) 
The Hel~~oltz theory of resonance in pitch perception has 
been sustained b y various researchers. Upton, runong others, 
in experimenting with guinea pig s concluded that certain areas 
of the basilar membrane had deteriorated when subjected to a 
constant sound of a particular frequency, and the areas af":" 
fected varie d according to the frequency of the tone s ounded. 
This lends support to the Helmholtz theory:""of resonance. l_/ 
cThe implication of these studies is obvious, however, 
without going further into detail, that the mechani sm is 
e x tremely complex, and may easily be suspect in the problem 
being investigated . 
1./ ~eorge Wilk inson. Ibid., p. 296-300 . 
8 L Morgan Upton. 11 The Au d itory Sens i ti vi ty of 
The American Journal of Psycholog y ; 41:412-421 
Guinea P i gs,ll 
(March , 1 929) 
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Theoi':Y of Vocal Apparatus: The manner of operation of 
the vocal chords, i . e., the physical~ mechanism,has been 
thoroughly investigated and most authorities seem to a g ree 
on the following conditions. 
The primary so1-md is produced by the action of the breath 
throug h the vocal chords; t;hese chords . are . located . in the 
larynx. The sound created b y the action of the vocal chords 
is in the nature of a buzz, not at all loud, which buzz is 
. then amplified b y the various natural Pesona tors vri thin the 
head; the mouth cavity, the nasal cavity, the sinus cavities, 
and some authorities seem to favor the theory of the chest 
cavity adding resonance. Recent investigations and motion 
pictures b y the Bell Telephone Company clearly show the ac-
tion of the vocal choPds when speaking various words. The 
action may be likened tn some degree to the embouchure of 
a cup-mouthpiece instrument player, where the lips must buzz 
before any tone may be realized in the instrument; the volu..'lle 
or velocity of the air as such will not induce any tone unless 
the buzz is present . The control of the vocal chords is by 
muscles which may be flex ed at the will of the individual, 
althoue;h it does become more or less an automatic function. 
The vocal chords lie, when at rest, at the sides of the voice 
box, and only Vlhen there is an effort to vocalize do the 
chords come to gether close enough to 11 buzz 11 • In the case of 
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the child voice, with which this study is concerned, the 
vocal chords , being shorter and li ghter than the adult vocal 
chords, emit higher tones. Dr . Theodore Hill, throat and 
nose specialist of Waterville , Maine~ expressed the opinion 
that the difficulty in not producing the correct pitch was 
primarily 11 central 11 or pertaining to the mentality of the 
subject , and was not due to mechanical difficulties in the 
voc a l apparatus , provided t hat the organ was in no way hin-
dered b y any g rowth or d isea se from its proper functioning . 
Tests and Measurements in T•IIusic for Youn p, Children : 
In the preceding ~aragraphs, statements have been quoted 
which implied tha t tests of one type or another had been 
g iven to sub jects, from which the resea r ch workers drew con-
clusions. Not all of these tests were identified , and those 
that were~ identified generally had been devised by that par-
ticular worker. A thorough investi gation of test and measure-
ment publications revealed that there s.re at present no 
standardized tests for pitch measurement of yoru1g children 
in the first or second grades. Several tests of an inven-
tory type, which measured knowledges ra~her than inherent 
abilities, were available for use starting at the third 
grade, but as far as could be ascertained, there is not a 
sing le test published and standardized for u se in this area • . 
This area may easily yield itself to further research which 
~----- ----------- -·-
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would prove very fruitfUl. 
Summary 
A review of previous research reveals that few studies 
exist concerning this problem. The causes of uncertain sing -
ing g rou p themselves into four categories: 1) Faulty percep-
tion of t h e pitch. 2) Inability of the vocal apparatus to 
coordinate to a de g ree so as to reproduce this pitch. 3) Im-
maturity. 4) Lack of sing ing experience or insufficient musi-
cal backgro~md. Graham feels that the vocal apparatus is at 
fault primarily, or that faulty use of the voice caus es un-
certa i n sing ing . Beattie indicates that the lack of sing ing 
or musical background may b e an important f a ctor. Pitts, 
Glenn a nd Watte r s list six individual d ifferences i n children ' . 
sing ing . Blind sums u p the causes of monotonism as found 
by music t eachers, listing twelve causes. Holtzclaw studied 
the relat ionsh ip of intelligence and the ability to sing in 
tlme, with find ings to indicate that the more intelligent 
students we r e bet t er sing e r s, and noted that g irls we r e b etter 
singe r s t h an bo ys. F. 0 . Smith found that pitch discriminatio ' 
did not improve with practice, but Blind in working with mono-
tones, found that their singing could be improved . Wolner 
experimented with individual train i n g of pitch-deficient 
child ren, and foun d t ha t his students learned to discriminate 
the inte r val of a semi t one . F. 0 . Smith reported a coeffi-
cient of correlation betwe en pitch discrimination and singin g 
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of . 71~ .023 for boys and . 51 t.031 for g irls. The Helmholtz 
theory of resonance in p itch perception advances the theory 
of sympathetic vibration as the clue to the manne r in whi ch 
the aural apparatus may d isting~ish pitches . Dr . Hill of 
iNatervi lJ.e suggests that the difficulty in not reproducing 
pitches ac curately is dependent upon mental development , and 
does n ot depend upon the vocal apparatus, which, if not im.:.. 
paired b y disease, should respond. A search revealed no 
standardized tests or measures in pitch or other phases of 
music for children at this level. 
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CHAPTER III 
CONSTRUCTION AND ADMHTIS TRATION 
OF SUITABLE MEASUR I NG DEVICES 
Construction of a Simple Group Test for Determination 
of 11Higher-Lower 11 Pitch Dire ction Change Concept 
of Children in the First Grade 
In working with uncertain singers, the pitch response 
which is made by the uncertain sing~er may be too high or too 
low, as pointed out previ ousl;r Ln. this study. To help the 
student realize that his pitch is not the same as that which 
is, g iven the worker generally uses oral comrnands, coupled 
perhaps with hand motions, or hand si f_;:L'lals in an upward or 
dovmward direction; the tone is suggested to be placed 11 up 
here", with a tapping of the student's he a d to ind icat e the 
spot, sta ndin g on tiptoe is suggested to the pupil, raising 
arms, etc., and other suggestive devices a re utilized . 
It t herefore becomes necessary to ascert a in whether the 
children un derstand this concept of higher-lower, since it is 
obviou.s t hat if the term is meaning less the time is was ted 
in asking them to sing hi gher or lower . There is no clue 
in the vib ration of a g i ven tone, o r g roup of tones, which 
would conclusively relate the visu2.l meaning of "high-low". 
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Hitchcock tested twent y -seven children of nursery school and 
kindergarten a ge ran g in c.; in a g es from three to five yea rs, 
c oncerning the effect v ocabulary had in describing chang es in 
pitch direction . For the purposes of this stud:; it is not 
necess a ry to note results other than to state that a lthough 
high-low (as used i n the test described further in this s tudy ) 
rated lowest for t his a ge g roup, t here was ~ gene~al b etter-
ment of scores as the subjects became olde r, which she c on-
eluded vvas probably dEe to their better understanding of the 
visu al a nd usual mean ing s of the terms. L/ 
Object of the Test : The object of the test is t o deter-
mine to what extent the concept of higher-lower in de scri bin g 
p itch direction chan~e ma y e x ist in children at first g rad e 
l e vel. The test d oes n o t i ntend to measure the de gre e of 
relative dif f erence, either h i gher or lower , that a c h ild 
is able to distinguish; it merely tries to ascertain to wha t 
de gree t he:·_tei'ln.c rnay,:be :, saf.e l y >us ed by a teacher i n describing 
this pitch d i re ction change to a _student . 
Criteria used i n select ing an i n strument to sound p itches 
For this study an i ns truman t was needed ·which would me et the 
followin g standards : portability , (fo r use from classroom 
.!.._/ Alice Hitchcock . The Value of rrerminolo gy in Chi l dren Is 
Descriptions of Chang es in Pitch Direction. Unpublished 
Master's Thesis. Mi nneapolis, Mi :r...n : Unive rsity of rUnnesota, 
1942 . 
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to classroom), emission of a pleasant sound, emission of a 
continuous sound, both in duration and intensity, and suitable 
rans e to assure at least the span of an octave with chromatic 
intervals. The instrument wh ich met the criteria, though not 
perfect in intonation , was the Magnus Electric Organ, a small 
instrument manufactured primarily as a musical toy for ch ild-
ren. ~/ It is in the shape of a miniature spinet piano, and 
has a two octave keyboard, fully chromatic. It is not an 
electronic organ, but has a small electric motor which is 
attached to a rotary blower furnishing enough wind power to 
sustain any tone indefinitely at a constant pitch and intensi.;; :_ 
ty; it does not contain any electronic tubes as do larger 
"electric" organs. A disadvantage i mmediately apparent is 
the i n tonation of the instrument. 'When two tones are sounded 
simultaneously there is a beat of the frequencies which may 
be confusing to cb ild l'?en. The higher-lower test construction 
howe ver, did not utilize tones sounding together, but tones 
sounding one after the other. Another disadvantage is the 
rang e of the instrt1!11ent , from C one octave below middle C to 
C two octaves higher. As pointed out by Hitchcock in her 
study, . the hi gher ranges of pi tch levels are heard more acute -
by children under . eight years of a ge . g_j 
U Ma gnus Harmonic~ Corporation . Ma rmus Portable Electric 
_Organ , No. 1510 . Newark 5, N . J . 1950 
2_/ Alice Hitchcock . Op . Cit. , p. 47 . 
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Test Items : The test is desi g;ned to be very simp le, 
as in g roup testinG of children of this a e level a very 
clear understandin g between the administer of the test and 
the pupil taking the test must be be attained immediately. 
Therefore, the test consisted of twenty g roups of paired in-
te rvals, ranging from the first g iven tone dovm or up, or 
remaining or repea ting the first to n e , v.tilizing the follow-
ing i n tervals : Perfect prine, minor and major second , ninor 
and major t h ird , perfect and augmented fourth, perfect fifth, 
ma jor six th , minor seventh, and perfect octave. The first 
four items g iven were desi gned as practice items, and are n o t 
counted in the scores, which are based on a perfect test score l 
of sixteen correct. 
Recording the Responses : The res ponses of the pupils 
were recorded on a test bookl e t prepared for the test (Ap-
pendi x E ) and consisted of marking t wo boxes, the first of 
which iri each case was the same. The second mark was placed 
in the box which corresponded to d i rection in which the p itch 
had gone, i . e., a box higher or lower than the orig inal, 
except in the case of a perfect prime , in which case a box 
on the same level vms the correct choice . To make sure_ that 
the children would understand the mechanics of marking the 
correct boxes to indicate their response, pre-training in 
the terms _h i gh - low was g iven, from which was derived the form 
of the answer booklet. 
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Pr~-traini~ in the Concept Higher-Lower: To assure that 
each child woul d uncle rstand the difference between the terms 
hi gher-lower and a high pitch and a lowe r pit c h , or vice 
versa, one period the day previous to th~t scheduled for the 
test was devo ted to a discussion of the test. The period 
was of approximately thirty minutes 1 dv.ra tion . Members of 
t he class were invited to discuss thing s h i gh and low, as 
f o i"' example , the ceiling .being hi gh , the floor being low , the 
cellar lower, the u pper story higher , etc. Th is d i scussion 
was supp lemented by hand mot i ons by the teacher and b y the 
students . After it was felt t ha t the ma jo r i ty understood 
'the .. concept vve .ll, the instrnment v~ras introduced , and several 
small p ieces which the chi l dren knew were p l ayed on it , to 
familiarize the child ren with it, and to remove t he nove lty 
of the sound . Thereafter , hi3h and low pitches at r andom 
were sounded , and the class asked t o comment on whe ther the 
pitch was high or low . In each of these trials, either one 
e~d or the other of the keyboard was used . The next step was 
to hold one tone, and to proceed to another tone , e ither 
h i gher or lower. A question ing pe rio d was entered; and the 
children res ponded in unison whether the second tone had been 
higher or lower . As a further check , each child wa s told to 
place his hands on his shoul ders . This represente d the ini-
tia l tone . At the second tone, if it were hi gher , he was to 
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hold his hands up hi gher, or over h is head; if the tone were 
lower, he was to d rop his hands down to his sides; if the 
tone was repeated, he was to make no chan ge. After · several 
trials, to minimize the influencing of any member of the class 
by any other member, the ch ildren were asked to concentrate 
on the tones Vli th their eyes shut . In this way , the response 
was individualized, as much as possible. This was continued 
until a large majority understood wh ich way the tones or 
not 
pitches went, althou gh it mustfbe assumed that all res ponded 
correctly, nor was any attempt made to ascertain the exact 
n~~ber respondin g correctly or incorrectly. CFote: In t h e 
f o regoing , it must be noted that the word 11 tone 11 and "pitch11 
are used interchangeably, as has p reviously been pointed out 
in this study.) 
The next step was to draw on the blackboard a sharply 
slanted line upon which at the upper end was dravm a simple 
house and at the lovve r end a similar structure. (Appendix B). 
Using this drawing as a discussion center, it was deduced that 
the main floor of the house could contain the living room and 
the kitchen, that we could walk up to the bedroom upstairs, 
which was hi gher, and that we could walk dm•m to the cellar, 
where the furnace was, which was lower . Thus three levels 
were introduced . From this first drawing all vvas erased excep -
ing t he stairways and the rooms; the s tair1,vays then all starte 
in the living room and either proceeded up to the bedroom, 
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across the co rridor to the kitchen, or down the stairway to 
the cellar. The ch ildren were told that tones cou ld also 
g o .up and dovm, or rema in on the same "floor" , and enough 
prac tice was g iven to assmne safely that the children c ould 
tell, from the pitch itself, whether the second pitch went 
up or was higher , stayed on the same level, or went d ovm and 
was lowe r. Having arrived at the form of the ansvrer blank, 
a ll was erased, and a fresh answer b lank form was put on the 
board by itself~ Again, the location of up and dmm and 
l e vel was emphasized, with questions being asked as to which 
square was the bedroom, which the kitchen, etc . This ended 
the preparation for t he test the d a y previous to the · actual 
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testing day . This work was reviewed the next day , be f ore test n g . 
The Te.st Answer .· . E~olclets : To simplify the res ponses a s 
much a s possible, the test answer booklets we re prepared so 
that only one set of t he four squares was visible at one 
time ; t his measured approx ima t ely 2i by 4-f£- inches . Each book'"' 
l e t contained t wenty s hee ts . The booklets, numbered in se-
quenc~ were d istributed in sequence, being placed ~n each desk 
in e xactly the proper position for marking , a nd the children 
were as ked to note that the position matched that of the il -
lustration on the board, and they were cautioned not to turn 
the booklet to any other position. Practice wa s then g iven 
in turning the pages quickly in sequence, so that each ch ild 
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would turn only pne pag e at a time, since obviously the re-
sults would have been invalidated had the child turned more 
than one . It vvas not possib le to number the pa ges in each 
booklet , since not al l chi ldren had mastered the sequence 
of numbers from one to t wenty. After this preliminary prac-
tice , the children were told to check their booklets, to 
ascert ain whether i n the course of turning paGes they had 
switched the· positions. This was further checked b y the ex-
/ 
perimenter and the home room teacher. 
Administration of _yhe Test--Procedure Used : The cla ss 
was to l d that there w ou.ld be a series of tones sounded, and 
that the sec ond p itch wo nld be eithe r higher , lower, or the 
s ame a s the fi rst tone. To ascertaj_n that the child vrould 
be gin in the correc t squa re, the experimente r stated , a s the 
first p itch was sounded: 11 This is the living room; mark the 
1 . . " lVln g room • Eac h c h ild then p roceeded to mark the living 
room with an X. The next sta tement was , as the next pitch 
was sounded: "Now mark this room" . Each tone wa s held 
approxima tely four seconds, with a pause of abo·ut t wo seconds 
between the tones . The first trial was demonstrated by the 
expe rimenter on t he b lackboard , anc1. the correct mark i n g il-
l ust r ated . The first four examples were prac tic ed by the 
stud ents , with the correct ans·wers being marked also on the 
b lackboard , so that the children could see whether they had 
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marked c orrectly t he i r b ooklet. After the f ourth pract i ce 
trial, a short re s t p eriod was g iven, and the c h ild ren were 
told that the remainde r of the test would be given witl-wut 
any s top of any kind, or any further d iscuss i on. The home 
room teacher was d i rected to wa tch t he class to observe any 
cases of irregula rity . The remaining sixteen items were g iven 
without ha l ting , or further comment, e x ce p t the three s tat e-
rr..en t s: " This is the li v ing room . l'.'Iark the living room. 11 , 
11N ow mark t h i s room", and 11N ow turn th e pa ge. 11 • At the end 
of the t wentieth item the t es t b ooklets were examined to 
asce rtain whether any student had s k i pped p a g es, or to note 
any other irrecularity, and ·were collecte d. 
Construction of a S imple Te st to Me asure 
Degree of Pitch Discri mi nat ion in Young Ch:tldren 
Measure of P_bility to Discriminate Pit ch : After an ex-
haus ti ve search h ad been condtw ted , it v.ras de t ennined tba t 
there e x ists no standardized g roup mea sure foP p itch disc rimina-
tion, fo r use with youn g ch ildren at t his grad e leve l . The 
·e J.l- lmown Seashore 1/ and K-D Music Tests _ 'g_/ are de s i gned 
f or use wi th o l der c h ilc. ren , and the p roblems i n volved i n the 
recording of answers c ould not be adapted t o s roup testing at 
t his l eve l. 
~Carl E . Seashor e , Don Lewis and Jose ph Sae tve i t. Seashore 
}.'~e asur.e o f Nusic a l Ta l ents . Camden , 1:T . J : Educat i ona l Depart-
ment , RCAVictor Div isi on, Radio Corpo ration of l\me r ic a , 1939 . 
:2-/ J acob Kwalwasser and Peter Dykema. K- D Mu s ic Tests . New 
York : Car l F' ische r , Inc ., 1 930 . 
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Object of the Test: The object of the test is to deter-
. ------
mine the individual ability to discriminate various de g rees 
of pitch differences, and to determine hmrr many children could 
be safely ex pected to be able to undertake the work of the 
first g rade, with reasonable assurance of success. It has 
been more or less accep ted that the ability to discrimina te 
p itch diffe rences is the primary factor; it is the starting 
point u p on wh ich all other work must rest. There fo r e, it is 
reasonable to a sswne that some measure must be made of those 
individual differences. Thus far, no _published test primarily 
for use at this level has come to light. 
Criteria Used in Selecting an Instrument for Use i n 
Soundin~ Pitches in this Test: The same criteria applied 
for thi s test as for the preceding test of pitch direction 
change. The choice was a gain the same instrument, the Magnus 
Electric Organ, considering both its advantages and disad-
vantages. 
Test Items: The test items were limited to eight choices, 
which was necessita ted b y the fact that each student was teste 
individually. In justification of this small sampling is the 
fact that the test items were generally larg e intervals, and 
the test d id not try to measure the finer aspe c ts of p itch 
discrimination, i. e., smaller than a semi-tone. Further re-
search is plainly ind icated in t h is step of the problem in 
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order that a more sensitive measuring instrument be devised. 
The items used the intervals rang ing from the minor ninth 
down to the interval of the semi-tone . (Append ix C). 
Recording the Responses : The responses were recorded as 
g iven individually by each student, b y the experimenter, who 
noted the incorrect as well as the correct responses . (Appen-
dix C.) 
Construction of the Test and Test Equipment : In dea ling 
with children of this a Be level , it become s i mmediately appaP-
ent that to c on st ruct a group te s t which would accuPately de-
termi ne deficiencie s of pitch contains difficulties which 
could not be solved herein. Therefore, an individual test 
was devised. In g roup tests such as the Seashore measures, 
the particular measure of p itch discrimination is constructed 
so as to sotmd two pitches, one closely following the other , 
the second of which is either. hi gher or lower than the first. 
The a g e level of these ch ild ren precluded the possibility of 
certain and positive tmderstanding o f the judging a nd mar k ing 
p rocedure inv olved, and therefore it was dec i ded to construct 
an i nstrument for measuring whj_ch wo 1.1 ld allow seve r al choices, 
from which the student himself must select the one which ex-
actly matched the pitch sounded . To this end, two Magnus or-
gans were used, one b y the student a nd one by the experimenter. 
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The procedure evolved was that the experimenter would sound 
one pitch, which was sustained indefinitely, and the student 
being tested must find, from four differing possibilities, 
involving the intervals stated previously, in varyin c; com-
binations, which of the four matched the pitch being sounded. 
To limit the student's choices to four, from the twenty-
five possible on a fully chrOI':latic keyboard, the following 
apparatus v.-as made. This cons is ted of a framework which was 
built which entirely covered the keyboard and the front of 
the keys over the top of the organ bein g used b y the student. 
In the top board of thi s small framework was dadoed a g1•oove, 
running the leng th of the keyboard, approximately one-quarter 
inch deep, and one-half inch wide, d irectly over the keyboard, 
so that it would coincide with the black as well as the white 
keys underneath. Piercing this piece of wood ·at the bottom of 
the groove were drilled holes, one for each black and one for 
each wh ite key. This c onverted the keyboard from a series of 
twenty-five black and vvhite keys to a series of twenty-five 
holes, directly over each key. The fihal piece of a pparatus 
was the construction of a wooden slide which would fit closely 
into the g roove, making a smooth sur~ace of the top board. 
The holes corresponding to the particular pitch-choice were 
noted, and the removable slides were· drilled with four holes 
to allow the key 1.mderneath to be depre ssed by an awl-like 
instrurnent wh ich was inserted into one of the four holes visi-
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ble to the student when the removable slide vvas placed in 
position in the groove. (Appendix D). (It may be noted here 
that an electric mechanism may easily be devised which vvould, 
through the simple re-positioning of a master switch, enable 
many different choices to be obtained from four or any number 
of keys which might be g iven to the student being tested, i.e. 
the student wo1.1ld have an instrument vrith four levers, or 
buttons, or keys, sounding as an example, E, F, G# and G. 
Through proper electric contacts these four could easily be 
changed to any other four choices possible. This would have 
I 
the advanta;?;e of being much quicker and less confusing to 
the student, although it would not be as portable as the sim-
ple mechanism descr ibed above.) Thus with this equipment, 
the slide limited the student's particular choice to four 
from the twenty-five possible with the f'11ll keyboard, these 
four tones c ould be changed by the L1sertion of another slide, 
and many po s sibilities were thus available for t h e testing of 
pitch discrimination . It must be noted that the closest in-
terval, next to the perfect prime which the student vvas direct 
to find, was the interval of the semi-tone, either above or 
below the tone to be found, and in some cases, both. To sound 
a tone on the student's instru~ent, which now had no keys but 
a smooth surface wi th only four small holes appearing , an awl-
like inst~~ment with a blLmt point was devised; when thrust 
throue;h the hole in the removable slide, went through this hole 
==-~--==-=·==·==~=--=-===-==-=~===--======================-=-=-=-=-==-=-=-=-===================~=====----------
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and the corresponding hole in the framework beneath, depress-
ing the key, sounding one particular pitch. In practice, the 
children were easily able _ to do t hi s, and found the process 
enjoyable. (A al·n ho"'ever l"t nn:ust be noted that an electri-g ' . " ' 
cal mechanism would facilitate matters further.) 
Administration of the Test--Procedure Used : The set~up 
for the test consisted of the two organs being placed back 
to back on a small low table, with a screen mounted between, 
to remove any visual clues which mi p:ht distract the student . 
Only the student's instrument was equipped with the a pparatus 
described above. 
Eight pitches were selected, ranging from C# below midd le 
C, to C an octave above middle c, as the pitches which must 
be matched b y the student. The slides were drilled so that 
each slide contained one tone which corresponded to this; the 
other ho l es were in the relationship of intervals described 
previously, and g iven accurately in Append ix C. The pitch to 
be matched was located in the slide in a: · .. dir:fer:e!},t -. position fo 
each slide; two pitches were first in the sequence from left 
to right, two p itches were second in the sequence from left 
to ri ght, two pitches were third and two p itches were fourth 
in the seq uence from left to right. This was d one to remove 
the possibility that a certain hole in the sequence would al-
ways be the correct choice. In order that there would be n o 
further clues or sequence, the slides were then numbered at 
-=·----------
random from one to eight, and the p itches were g iven in the 
seqe2ence of the sl i des . The final order is indicated in Ap'pem 
a.:tx C. 
Construction of Simple S ing ing Test a nd Ra ting Scale to 
Ind ica te De gree of Ab ility in S in gi ng of Youn g Child ren 
Measure of Ability of Youn p Chil d ren in Singl.ng : Ag ain , 
a satisfactory search revealed that no standardized forms of 
sing ing tes ts vvere available for this level, and.' that ~· ng un-
published material wa s available . Each teacher, it is pre-
sumed, either does not test individuals, or else devises his 
own test, which may be quite simp le v ocal-pitch matching , usua -
ly in the form of a game. The difficulty in recording the 
individual's exact response ne gates the possibility of a group 
test, without elaborate equipment, and it may even be impossibl 
to do so . To solve the problem for this stuc.y , a simple vocal-
pitch matching test of unrelated pitches wa s selected , supp l e-
mented b y the sin,Q; ing of a previously learned song , which sing -
ing was rated on a devised rating scale, and the results com-
bined to g ive some index of the c hild's a b ility to match pitche 
vocally. 
Rating S cale : In actual practice, working with children 
at this level, several conditions may be noticed when a song is 
reproduced . The song may be repeated exactly or there may be 
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a wide divergence of performance by individuals, to a. point 
where neither words nor melody are distinguishable. These 
variances may b e inferred from the differences of individual 
sing ing , and other reasons cited in Ch~ ter II of this study . 
The fol l owing rating list vvas dev i sed with pitch as the main 
element of the r a ting , and each item, reading f rom the bottom 
up , describes a c ondition of pitch which may b e assumed to be 
of g reater we i ght t han the preceeding . The rating of each 
item, with the weight ass i gned each , fol lows be low. 
6. Very Accura te, on exact p itch. 
5. Fai r ly Accurate ; missed several notes ; Sood pitch 
level. 
4. Star ted on correct pitch ; lost pitch whi le sing ing . 
3 . Started on incorrect pitch; varied tones with 
melody line. 
2 . l\'Ielody not reco g_n.izable. 
1. Other: (to b e noted by teacher). 
Administration of the Test--Procedure Used: The adminis-
tration of the Sing ing and Vocal Pit ch Res p on se Test preceeded 
the Instrumental Pitch Response Test or Test of Pitch Discrimi-
n ation previously described in this chapter. Ea ch student was 
tested individually. To overcome the possible effects of e mo-
tional d i s turbances, a questionnai re vms prepared wh ich pre-
cee d e d any of the tests mentioned . These questions we re all 
designe d around the home backg round situa tion of the ch ild and 
could all be answered simply by yes or no, whi ch response , plu~ 
any explanatory remark s made b y the student, were noted b y the 
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experimenter. This introduction, plus the fact that weekly 
visits had been made to the classes from the opening weeks of 
school, removed some of this emotional disturb ance , although 
in cases where there were noticable symptoms the re s ponses 
g iven were discarded . 
The test was carried on in the sequence indica ted b y the 
r e cording sheet. (Appendix D) 
Summary 
After satisfactory research had indicated that few tests 
existed i n Jausic for the first grade level, the tests needed 
to carry on this study were constructed . The first wa s the 
construction of a simple c;roup test for the determination of 
11 higher•-lower 11 pitch ·direction chang e concept of children in 
the first grade, to determine whether the children ~mderstood 
what 11 higher 11 or 11 lower 11 meant when applied to musical p itches 
The Ma gnus 11Electric 11 organ was used to sound pitches . Twenty 
items were selected, rang ing from the i nterval of ru1. octave 
do\~ to a perfect prime , of which four items were considered 
as practice items and not considered in the final tabulation. 
Pre-training was [£iven in the concept of high-low, and the 
pup ils were 0 iven practice in using the test answer booklets . 
A test to measure the de g ree of pit ch discrimination of 
young child ren was constru cted . Tw o M:agnus or gans were used, 
one arranged with a devic e to limit the ch ild's responses to 
3 8 
four , one of which co i ncide d exactly with the p itch being 
so1..mded . Th i s test was designed :for and g i ven to the children 
individual l y , with all scoring done b y the experimenter . A 
record of mi sses wa s k ept als o. The test items were ei ght 
in number . 
A test of sing ing abili t y and the construc tion of a ratine 
scale , using r atings pertain ing primarily t o p itch , d is re gard-
i n g a l l other aspe c ts of the sing ing pe r:for:mance of a sixnp le 
pre -learned so ng , was u..11.dertaken. The test utilized four 
uru•ela ted p itches sung by the experimenter, a nd reproduced 
b y the sub ject; the exact notation of the p itch repro duced 
was noted. The s i ng ing o f the s on g was noted i n the r a ting 
scale , with r at i n g s of one to six, d epending upon the p itch 
accura cy and p itch level, thus givin g a pos s i ble s core of 
ten fo r this test. 
A sho r t que stionnaire was prepared for us e preceeding 
these tests , b oth to ease tensions and to g i ve some indicat i on 
as to the musica l backg round of the family . 
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CHAPTER IV 
AD11INIS~J:IRATION OF THE TESTS AND NO TING AND COMPARING RESULTS 
Admi n istration of the Tests : The tests a s d escribed i n 
--~~~~------ -- ---
chapter III were adminis t ered to 121 children of the four firs ' 
g r•ades in Skovvhec;an , Maine . The Hi ghe r-Lovre r P i tch Direction 
Change Conc e pt Test was adminis tered on December 6, 13th and 
14th , 1950. The Pitch Discrimination Test and the .Singin g 
Te st were administered starting March 7 , 1 951 and l ast i n g 
throug h March 16th , 1951. I n all , 121 children were involved , 
but for reasons of absences, and in some cases , obvious d iff'i-
culties in marking the test booklets, or of emotiona l dis -
turbances i n the individual testing , not a ll scores are ob-
tained fro m all children . 
Resul ts of Hi gher-Lower Pitch Di rect i on Change Cone~ 
Test : Se venty-nine scores were recorded in this test. Of the 
total number of 121 child ren part icipating , n o scores we .re ob-
t ained by t,~enty-five by reasons of absences during the times 
the tests were g i ven; scores which were later invalidated for 
obvious reasons of mark ing d ifficulties were obtained by seven 
teen children , and these scores are not included in the f i nal 
results . Sixteen items we re used to ~st the ch ildren in t h is 
concept. Tables I ~nd I A indicate t he intervals and p itches 
TABLE I 
SHOWI NG PITCI-IES SOUNDED AND DISTR I BlJTI ON OF I NTERVALS 
OF HI GHER..:.LOWER PITCH Di flEC TIOH CHANGE CONCEPT TES T 
:rtem Direction of Interval Frequency of Responses Pitch Change Correct Incorrect 
-
1 ~:: .. Hi gher Perf. 5th 
2 ~: .. Hi ghe r I~·I in. 7th 
3 ~~ 
" 
Lower !via j • 6th 
4 ~~ Lower Min. 7th 
5 Lowe r Perf. Oct. 54 25 
6 Hi g_her Perf . Oct. 57 22 
? u · ' .c1. l p-fler rvra j. 6th 51 28 
8 Lower Perf . 5th 50 29 
9 Lovver rtca j e 3rd 40 39 
10 Lowe r Min. 3rc1 64 15 
11 Hi t,her Aug . 4th 53 26 
12 Lowe r Aug . 4 th 54 25 
13 Lmver Maj . 2nd 18 61 
14 Hi gher i'!Ia j. 3rcl 40 39 
15 Hi gher Perf . 4th 55 24 
16 None Perf . Prime 46 33 
17 Hi gher Mi n . 2nd 37 42 
18 Lower l.lin. 2nd 19 60 
19 Hir.;her Ma j • 2nd 38 41 
20 Hone Perf . Prime 43 36 
~:- Practice Item Totals: 719 545 
fi':. 
f-1 
TABLE I-A 
PITCHES SOUNDED I N HI GHER - IO\'V"ER TEST 
1 • .;:- T~,ST I'rEMS, HI GH~ft -LOWER TEST , 4 0 (~ IJ<• ( "a r·¥ C2 I 
0 -e- -61- . . 0 t5, 6. 7. .8 . 
'
0 I 0 I 0 l 0 a I 
-e- - -
-& - 0 
i\ 9. 10. 11. 12. 
~ 
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concept. The median resulted at 9.59; the mean 9.101 ± .373, 
and the standard deviation is 3.3208. The Quartile Deviation 
is ~.$33· The range of scores is from 2 to 16. (Table IV) 
A study of the frequency obtained in the various scb.:res shows 
a pattern of distribution wh ich follows closely the normal 
curve of distribution . (Chart I). 
,Results of Test to Measure Degree of Pitch Discrimination 
Nine ty-nine scores were recorded for thi s test, t wenty-
two having b een absent during the time the expe rimenter car-
ried out the individual tests, and due to the physical loca-
tion of the various schools and the time element involved, it 
was impossib le to return to a building after the test eq·uip-
ment had b een removed. The pitch test was given after the 
singing test had been administered, in the sequence previously 
noted . (Appendix D) . (See Tables II and III for item con st ruc t·on.) 
The results of this test showed a curve of distribution 
wh ich vias skewed towards the upper end of the scale. The 
median score, on the basis of eight items, was 5.425, with the 
mean at 4 . 879 r.l802 and a Standard Deviation of 1.793. Ql 
resulted at 4 .187 -and Q3 at 6.692, with the Quartile Deviation 
· !:.25$:~ Rang e of .Scores.-1 to 8. (Table V and Chart II) 
Results of Simple Sing ing Test and Rating Scale to Indicat, ~ 
De gree of Ab ilitv in Sin g ing of Young Chi l dren : As previously 
noted, t h is test was a combination of two tests, the f irs t 
Md . 
M' 
Q 
R 
Q1 
Q3 
S. D. 
N 
9,59 
91101 t. 373 
2 . 333 
15 
7 . 25 
11 . 916 
3.3208 
79 
I . 
l j 
I 
CHART I 
.! 
I~ 
f l 
!2.-t--t---+---_j 
If 
,q 
q 
1 
' 
j-
4~ / 1 \ f I I '. / \ I 
3 
'1 
0 1~~----~--~--~~~~--~~~~--~~--~~--~~ 0 I l. 3 -f S f, 1 ~ "f I~ II 1'1.. 13 l <f 14- 16 
Scores 
DISTRI BUTI ON OF SCORES , . HI GHER-10\JSR PITCH DI RE CT I ON CR4.NGE CON CEPT TEST 
~ 
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TABLE II 
FREQUENCY OF INTERVALS USED I N PI TCH DISCRIMTNATION TEST 
Prime 2nd 3~d 4th 5th 6th 7th octave 9th "'-"-'~---
Perfect 2 5 3 
Minor 8 1 J3~ 1 1 
Major 2 
~:-D imini she d 5th. 
TABLE III 
SHOWI NG THE ORDER · OF ARRANGEMENT OF 
POSS I BLE CHO ICES OF PITCH IN PI TCH DISCRIMII~ATION TEST 
Sl ide No. Pitch Given 
1 D 
' 
~~ 
2 A' 
3 B smal l 
4 c ' 
5 c' ' 
6 A small 
7 D s mal l 
8 G' 
Pos sible Choices 
Gsm,C# 1 ,D 1 , A ' 
A sm, Cr t, A I 
B sm, c 1 
' 
P I 
-'-" ' 
Gl 
B sm, C I 
' 
Db', c t r 
B sm, C I , G' , C I I 
D sm, G#s m, A s m, E l 
C// s m, Dsm, Eb s m, A 
G' 
' 
Cr# , A' 
' 
Bb ' 
Position on Slide 
of Correct Hole (T,eft to RiP:ht) 
4 
1 
2 
4 
3 
S r.l 2 
1 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
~ = one line octave 
1 1 = two line octave 
s m = small octave 
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TABLE IV 
DI STRI BUTION OF SCORES HIGHER-LOVJER PITCH DIRECTION 
CHANGE CO J:.T CEPT TEST 
lscores: 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
I requenc y :1 3 5 3 6 r:z 8 11 7 9 6 3 6 3 1 
I 
T,'Iedian 9 . 59 P..an ge 2 - 16 
Mean 9 . 10ll . 373 Q 1 7 . 25 N = 79 
Quartile 0, 3 11 . 916 
Deviation 2.333 s . D. 3 . 3208 
-
-
TABLE V 
DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES 
?. 
TEST OF PITCH DISCRIMINATION 
Scores: 1 2 3 -. 4 5 6 7 8 
Frequency: 3 9 9 20 20 19 11 8 
Median: 5.425 Ran. ge: 1 - 8 
Mean 4.879 ± . 1802 Q 1 4 . 187 1\f=99 
Quartile Q 3 6 . 692 
Deviation 1.253 s . D. 1 . 793 
__ I 
-
I 
- - - --
··-
-
Ivld. 5.425 
lVI 4 . 879 
Q1 4 .187 
Q3 6.692 
S .D. 1.793 
Q 1.252 
N = 99 
.- "" 
, 
' 
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part consisting of the matching vocally by the student of 
fo u r unrelated p itches sounded by the experimente r , and the 
second part being the s ing i n g of a s i mp l e song which had be en 
previou s l y le arne d . The r e sults of this test a s ain showe d a 
curve of distribution '>Y bich wa s sharply skewed at one e nd of 
the scale . On the basis of ten items, the mean obtained was 
7. 405 '!. 261, the med ian. vms 8.541, Ql 5.458 and Q3 9 . 348, with 
Q 1.945. The standard deviation was 2 . 603 . Range of scores 
was f rom 2 to 10. N inety~nine scores were tabula ted. (Table 
VI and Chart III). 
Coefficient of Correlation between the Test of Pitch 
- ------
Di scrimination and the ·Test of S ing ing : The Pearson Product-
Momen t metho d of computing the coefficient of correlat ion 
was used . Using the scores obtained b y the t wo te s ts above, 
the result was .364 , which is not statistically hig h , h aving 
a forecasting e ff iciency of approximately seven per c ent • . 1 ./ 
l:..}~ Harry A. Greene, Albert N . Jorgensen and J. Ra ymond I 
Gerberich . Me asu_remen t and Evaluation i n the Seconda-ry 
----- - S c~o-o~-· -~ Y. : Longmans,-Green and Company, 194~~-:-~ ~~3, __ _I 
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TABLE VI 
DI STRIBUTION OF SCORES 
SINGING TEST 
Sco r es: 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
F req uenc y : 1 8 13 6 10 5 12 6 38 
., 
I\Iedian 8 . 541 Range 2-10 
LTe a n 7.405 ±. 261 Q 1 5. 458 N = 99 
Quartile Q 3 9.348 
De viat i on 1.94 5 s. D. 2 .603 
- --- - ----
Md. 8 . 541 
M. 7. 405 :t. 261 
Q1 5 . 458 
Q3 9 . 348 
Q 1. 945 
S , D. 2 . 603 
N f: 99 
~ 
C) 
s:: 
Q) 
& 
Q) 
H 
~ 
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CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIOlTS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
In connection with this study, which was prima r ily de-
signed to establish the relationship between pitch discrimina-
tion and sin ging in tune, three tests were devised and ad-
ministered. I n all , 121 children participated, but not all 
~hildren were either avai lable or able to take all three tests 
The purpose of the tests was to attempt to isolate factors 
causing uncertain sing ing at the first grade level; another 
question raised by the study conce rns the worth of devices 
which are used to ttcure" uncertain singers; the question a-
rises as to whether they may not cause more harm than good. 
In the section on previous research, it was seen that 
there exists a difference of opinion among workers in the 
I' 
field, and that conclusions derived from several research I 
studies are not entire l y in accord. However , there are severa 
conclusions that concern pitch discrimination; these seem to 
to fairly well in accord that pitch discrimination must be 
primary, and it is reasonable to assume t hat if a ch ild can-
not properly discriminate between p itches, there is li t tle 
hope that he can immediately sing in ttme. It was pointed out 
tha t two researchers came to conclusions which were ostensibly 
-------------------------~----------------
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,opposite, but it may be trtat the slightly d.ifferent approach 
biD' each m.O the . problem gives to their conclusions a seemingly 
opposite meaning which upon closer study may not be _meaning -
ful. One researcher tested Pitch Discrimination and after 
practice re p orted that the students we r e able to discriminate 
to the interval of the semi-tone over a four octave range, 
while another reported no appPeciable difference aftep practic • 
It must be stated that the results of the tests as g iven 
within this study may be open to question because of the in-
adequacy of the testing instPuments, o r to their lack of 
validation. This lack of suitable measu r ing instrmnents for 
use at this i mportant level clearly demonstrates a need for 
more ~nd continuing research. 
Con clusions dravm from 11 Hi gher-Lower 11 Test : The f i rst 
test which was carried out, with seventy-nine scores availabl e, 
vvas the Hi gher-Lower Pitch Direction Change Concept Test . Fror: 
the results obtained, the followin g conclusions may be drawn: 
1. The term, Hi gh.;:;Low, or Hi gher-Lov1er, as generally used 
in the classroom b y music teachers to verbally describe changes 
in pitch direction , particul arly when working with uncertain 
singers, adequately describes the meaning intended to a suffi-
cient number of children. Of sixteen items g iven , the mean, 
median and mode are within . 59, with the distribution of the 
scores falling in a pattern of a normal curve of d i stribution. 
___ _j __ _ 
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2. The test itself seems well within the rang e of the 
averac e first grade child to understand and to mark correctly. 
3 . The maturation factor, or intelligence factor must 
be considered. From the results, it may be stated that not 
all children are able to learn quickly eno1.1.gh the meaning of 
high-low as applied to pitch to consider it entirely safe for 
use at this a ge level. 
4 . Not all childi'en are able to hear ac cura te l y the 
difference between a high pitch and a lower pitch, or vice 
versa. This a gain points to the primary difficulty of pitch 
discrimination . 
Conclusions drawn from Singing Tes_! : This test was g iven 
to nine"tylri.irre children, and fr01;1 the results obtained, the 
followin g conclusions may be stated : 
1. The majority of children tested were able to match 
pitches in a satisfactory manner , with only twenty-eight of 
the ninety- nine tested receiving less than a score of from 
six to ten items correct. The curve of distribution was not 
even, being sharply skewed to the upper end of the curve. 
This may indicate that the range of the test was not sufficient 
ly extended to measure adequate l y all children at this level. 
2 . Approximately twenty-ei ght percent of the children 
had difficulty in mat ching pitches or in maintair-ing the pitch 
level of a simple song . 
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3. The scoring procedure may be open to question, and 
may cause the saw-tooth appearance of the curve, wherein 
the scores at 5, 7 and 9 are below the scores at 4, 6, 8 and 
10. 
Conclusions dravm from Pitch Discrimination Test : The 
third test which was g iven was the test of pitch discrimina-
tion. Ni nety-nine children were individually tested, using 
ei ght items. From the results of this test, the following 
conclusions may be drawn: 
1. The munber of children able to discriminate correctly 
a larger number of pitches is greater than the number of chil-
dren who cannot coi'rectly discriminate the difference between 
pitches. 
2. The curve of distribution obtained from the results 
was skewed towards the upper end of the scale • 
. 3. Children are able to manipulate the test equipment 
individually, and find it enjoyable to do so, and are able to 
discriminate a larger proportion of p itches correctly. Thus 
this a pproach of having the ch ildren find the exact reproduc-
tion of the pitch being played may be a more direct was of 
testing at this level. 
Comparison of testing results: From a comparison of 
results of the two tests of pitch discrimination and singing, 
- ----~ -- ---====---=-= ===="-=-'="'--~====oo====-======- - - -- - -- - -
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& ~:..coefficient of correlation of .364 was obtained . The fol-
lowin c; conclusions may be dravm fr•om the result of this com-
parison. 
1. There exists a slight relationship, as measured by 
the tests used herein , betv1een the ability to d iscriminate 
pitches and to sing in tune . 
2. The ability to discriminate pitches does not neces-
sarily indicate that a child will be able to r.eproduce ~ with prE-
pisionr vocally a pitch g iven to him. This would tend to in-
dicate so me d ifficulty othe r than the difficulty of hearing, 
and mi ght point to a difficulty of coordination of the vocal 
a pparatus with the aural apparatus . 
3. In thirteen cases, child ren who received a score 
above the mean in singin g were below the mean in the pitch 
discrimination test. This would tend to indicate that the 
measurin g instruments were not sufficiently accurate or that 
the tests lack validity. Another reason may have been the 
novelty of the testing device, which may have confused these 
children. (It does not seem likely that a child could not 
discriminate a pitch, but could sing in tune . ) 
4. In ten cases, children who received a score above 
the mean in pitch discrimination were below the mean in the 
sin ging test. This may be caused by the same reasons as 
su~gested in 3 above, or may be due to vocal incoordination, 
since, as measured by this pitch discrimination test, they 
were above the average of the class . 
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Suggestions for Further Study: In the course of this 
study, further research into the following items was clearly 
indicated t o throw further light on the aspects of the problem 
under observation. 
1. In the testing of the Higher-Lower Pitch Direction 
Concept, further research is needed to determine more accurate-
ly whether this term so commonly used is safe at this leve; 
further, more research is needed to standardi ze measuring in-
strmnents at this level, for both pitch d iscrimination and 
sing ing abi l ity. 
2. Instruments to sound pitch must be ava i lable at 
low cost for use in the classroom, and for use from classroom 
to clas s room, for remedial work in pitch concept. 
3. I mprovement could be made by having larger test 
answer booklets for children to mark. A further control on 
the sequence of answers might be obtained by usin g alternate-
ly colored sheets of paper in the boo~let, which would enable 
the experimenter to see at a g lance whether thB correct i tem 
was being marked . 
4. In the tests on sing ing , further testing is indicated 
with long er and more accurate tests; vvith b etter me t hods of 
recording responses to a greater de g ree of accuracy. The re-
cording of res pon ses to a closer de g ree of accuracy will enable 
researchers to d etermine whethe r there are i ntervals which are 
particularly troublesome to children of t h is a ge, and it may 
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indicate that the gene1~a lly accepted levels of t he child voi ce 
may be too high or too low. If there are troublesome interval , 
or l eve ls of pitch for the general averag e o f classes , mate ria s 
more suitable may be either fo~md or devi sed to he l p these 
children find mo re enjoy:rnent il1. music . 
5. More research is needed as to whe ther the dev i ces 
used b y teachers are of any pra ctical value in the aura l and 
vocal training of children . 
6. To make the nru.s ic vv'ork more meanin;;ful , g roup tests 
of pitch discrimination are needed at the first g rade level. 
These te s ts cou ld be administered early in the school year 
and repeated at intervals to g ive some indi cation of the 
pro e ress of the child , i f any , and t he value of' the device s 
used . 
7 . The development of elect roni c instruments t o he l p 
children see the p i tch they are sounding while comparing it 
visually with the g iven pitch rnay prove he l pful in the develo p -
ment of p itch concept . Such an i nstru_ment is now availab l e 
( The Stroboconn ) but it would need adaptation for use at this 
leve 1. 
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APPENDI X B 
DRAV!/I NG USED I N HI GHER -LOWER PITCH DIR8CTION 
CHANGE CONCEPT TEST 
This drawing was used as an illustration from which 
was deducted the facts of hi gh-low. The two houses were 
used to point out t hat even though a cellar mi ght be low, 
the rela tionsh i p to another bedroom (high) in a lower 
house would be a ltered . This presented no difficulty in 
explaining . Afte~ initia l drawins and explanation, with 
class discussion, a ll but red lines was ~ erased . 
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APPENDI X C 
RECORDIN G SHEET USED I N RECORDING AFS\iffiRS 
OF CHI LDRill! n: PITCH DI SCRTMI NATION TEST 
=~~-----·····--· ··· --... - -.. . .... --------· -~ .. , _. __ . 
Total nn nl•tn• corroc t __________ _ 
... --.... "'·---··--- .. ~ ... .. ~·~ ...... ~ .. :.-I' . -···· ~·- ... . . -. , ....... .. 
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RECORDING SHEETS 
APPENDIX D 
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Recording Shee t Used In Tests Given a EJ Described in Ch_apter III 
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APPENDI X E 
ANSWER SHEET OF TEST BOOKLET 
HIGHER-LOW~R PITCH DIPECTION ClffiNGE CO ~CEPT 
I. The Problem. 
APPENDIX F 
ABSTRACT 
The primary purpose of tl'lis study is to att empt to iso-
late factors causin ~ uncertain sin ::; in ,..~ in the f irst grade , anc 
to study what relationship , if any, exists b etween p itch d is-
criminat:Lon and vocal reproduction of sour-d s, as measured by 
simple tests , devised f or use in t 1--.j_s study. The scope is 
limi ted to 121 firs t g rade c hild ren , durin g one school year. 
II. The Resea rch Procedure. 
A study of the ava ilable data reveals that the causes of 
uncerta in singin r; are generally g rouped under four ma i n c a te-
~arie s . These are: 1) Fau l ty p itc h p e rce p tion, 2 ) Inabil ity 
of the vocal apparatus to coordinate to a de g ree so as to 
reproduce t h is p i tch, 3 ) Immaturity , and 4 ) Lack of sine ing 
experience or insufficient musica l background . Researchers 
a g ree tha t t h e p erception of p itch is a primary f t.mction in 
it s Y.'Bp roduction , however , t he r e seems to b e a dif f erence of 
opinion a s to vvhe ther p itch perc e ption Ma y b e improved; evi-
d ance s eems to indic a te th10.t the terms used may be clarified , 
that t he practice in listenin q may tend to improve t h is act 
of the p itch perception , and may also cau s e the de velo pment of 
i nteres t. The Helm._h.olt z resonance theory of p itch perception 
has met favor wi th rese a rchers because various exp erimen tal 
work tends to i nd icate tha t there is a loss of hearing at d if-
fering areas of the aural a.p pH ra b.Js , when that part icular 
area has been subjected to a constant p itc h fo r an extended 
period of ti··,Je . 
III. Existing C:'.rou.p l'.'Ie asuring Instruments. 
Mo measurin r?: devices wer e found for use vii i th young chil-
-~ 
d ren ; rei ther incH vidual n or g roup measures published or un-
published which could be found could be used at this level. 
IV . Test Construct ion and Admini stration . 
Three tests were constructed . The first test , ~i ven to 
79 c J~· il r' ren, was cons t ructed t o determine whether the terms 
" Hi gh - Lowtt or "Hi :;her-Lower " were safe to use in describin g 
chanr;e s of p itch eli rec t i on to yolm ,"; c ~ ·1 il c~.ren . These terms 
are cor.s tantly used when work ing with uncertain sinc ers . 
The results obtained from sixteen items tend to i ~dic at e that 
the term may be · us ~d safe l y at this level, and that g rou p 
testing to determin e the extent to wh ich this term is under-
stood is feasib le. 
The second test of s ing ing abil ity was d es i gned with 
pitch reproduction (voc al l y ) as the basis . Pupils were as}::ed 
to reproduce four isola te d p itches sung to them, then asked 
to sin .:: a s i mp l e son, which had been l earned previous l y . The 
pitch aspect of the sinrr ing was evaluated accordin g t o a rat -
ing scale, wei ghted 1 to 6; ninety-nine children were tested . 
The results obtained indicate that the majority of t h e c h il-
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VI. Su ggestions for further research. 
Further rese aJ'ch is ind icated at this level in the 
follo wing 8_reas. 
1) In the cons truction a n d •.ralid E'ct ion o f s 11 itable p itch 
d iscrimination and sin~ing measurin g tests o r ratin g scales, 
for use with individuals or g roups . 
2) I n the construction of simple pitch producin c; in-
s truments which will be accurate, for remedial p itch work . 
3) In the investi gation of devices commonly used b y 
teachers to he lp uncertain sin ~ers, and the investi gation of 
the terms used to describe pitch . 
4) The d evelopment of electronic instruments to help 
uncertain sinq:ers see t he pitch they are sin r?; ing , i. e., 3.n 
instrument wh ich wo uld reduce p itch to a visual level, on 
a slid in G: high - low calibration, whi le simultaneously comparing ! 
the pitch sunr:; with the _!3 iven pitch, on the same scale, or 
a simi l ar scale. 
